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Virtual Set 8

â–½Passenger Deck, Jabba, or Pote aboard. May add 8 passengers. Your aliens deploy -1 aboard. Scum And. Villainy may deploy here. Immune to attrition while. 
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The SWCCG Player’s Committee presents



Virtual Set #8 To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title (not on the actual card), and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using opaque sleeves for non-objective cards. If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must not be visible and must not noticeably increase the thickness of the card. If it does, the tournament director may interpret it as cheating and may penalize you appropriately. DISCLAIMER: For best card size printing results, click on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on the right side. ICON KEYA (Immune to Alter.) C (Immune to Control.) S (Immune to Sense.) P X (Replaced the phrase “Adds X to power of anything he/she ▲Replaced the phrase- “Take into hand from Reserve Deck; reshuffle.” ▼Replaced the phrase- “Deploy on table from Reserve Deck; reshuffle.” •Attark (V) POWER 2
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•Don’t Forget The Droids (V)



ABILITY 2



•Attark (V)



•Don’t Forget The Droids (V)



FORCE-ATTUNED



uy2



Ellorrs Madak (V)



uy3



POWER 2



EFFECT



2 5 uy4



POWER 5



5 7 uy8



USED OR STARTING INTERRUPT



Illinois States 2004



USED OR STARTING INTERRUPT
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.



ABILITY 5



FORCE-SENSITIVE



P 2. Once per battle, may use 2 Force to target one opponent’s alien (except Jabba or a Rep) present. Place target on opponent’s Force Pile (opponent may use or lose 3 Force to prevent this). Immune to attrition < 4 (< 7 if with an alien leader). uy13



•Obi-Wan Kenobi (V) POWER 5



5 9 uy9



•Krayt Dragon Howl (V)
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•Master Luke (V)



ABILITY 2



•Careful Planning (V)



•Careful Planning (V)



P 3. While on Tatooine, your docking bay transit to and from Tatooine is free. Power +2 at Mos Eisley, Cantina, or any docking bay. Once per deploy phase, you may ▼Bo Shuda, Ellorrs Madak, or Yerka Mig.



•Master Luke (V)



Deploys only on Tatooine. Once during your turn, may use 1 Force to ▲a card with “Jawa” in its game text. Kalit’s Sandcrawler is power +2. Your vehicle forfeited at same site satisfies all remaining battle damage against you. All your other Jawas are each power and forfeit +1.



•Kalit (V)



ABILITY 2



•Leslomy Tacema (V)



•Kalit (V)



Deploy on table. Your unique (•) aliens are forfeit +2. Your unique (•) non-smuggler aliens whose printed deploy costs are greater than or equal to their printed forfeit are deploy -2 and forfeit +1. Once per turn, you may ▼Attark, Crell, Ghoel, Laudica, Leslomy, Loje, or Vul (for free if to a Jabba’s Palace site). A



Original concept by Kevin Brownell,
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•I Must Be Allowed To Speak (V)



•Bargaining Table (V)



USED: Place on top of your Reserve Deck. STARTING: If your starting location was a battleground site, deploy up to two related locations (one must be a system) and up to two Effects (plus one Effect for each additional battleground you have on table) that are always A . Place Interrupt in Lost Pile.



2 3



Deploy on table. Once per game, you may ▼any farm. While Han is frozen, Rebels are immune to None Shall Pass. Once per character, when you deploy any Luke, Leia, Chewie, or Lando to a Tatooine site you may search your Used Pile and take any card there into hand. A
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•Bargaining Table (V)
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POWER 1



EFFECT



Once per turn, may ▲Grimtaash. Grimtaash is immune to Sense. Your dejariks are destiny +2.



•BG-J38 (V)



•Laudica (V)



•I Must Be Allowed To Speak (V)



MAINTENANCE DROID



ABILITY 2



Power +3 when Tonnika Sisters or Rayc Ryjerd on table. Each time opponent Force drains at a non-battleground, you may draw top card of your Reserve Deck or retrieve 1 Force. Once per turn, you may ▼an Effect with “matching” in its game text.



•Leslomy Tacema (V)



Deploy on table. Your ••• aliens are deploy -1. Your Rep is immune to attrition and may not be captured. While you have 5 different alien species on table your Force drains and battle destiny draws are +2, and opponent’s battle destiny draws are –2. A



•BG-J38 (V) POWER 1
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EFFECT



Deploys only on Tatooine. While with Kalit, adds one battle destiny. Your Jawas and sandcrawlers are each destiny +2. Once per turn, may ▼Jawa Camp, Thedit, or Sergeant Doallyn.



•Aved Luun (V)



1 3



Ellorrs Madak (V)



•Aved Luun (V)



2 4



POWER 2



USED: Cancel an attempt to target a droid. LOST: If a battle was just initiated at a site, lose 1 Force and place your droid there out of play. Opponent draws no weapon or battle destiny during this battle.



uy1



ABILITY 3



•Laudica (V)



USED OR LOST INTERRUPT



When No Love For The Empire on table, once during your control phase you may retrieve a non-unique alien of a different species than your Rep.



POWER 1



pilots” in the game text, unless otherwise specified, and is considered to have a Pilot icon.)



USED: If Obi-Wan on table, activate up to 3 Force. STARTING: If a Tatooine site on table, deploy Obi-Wan (regardless of Objective restrictions) and his matching weapon there. When you draw your starting hand, draw three cards instead of eight. Place Interrupt in hand.



Original concept by Scott Lingrell, Mystic Visions 2004 Winner. •Krayt Dragon Howl (V) uy10



ABILITY 6



JEDI KNIGHT



Obi-Wan’s game text may not be canceled and he may not be targeted by cards that capture. Regardless of Objective restrictions, Obi-Wan may Force drain where no other Jedi are present. Immune to attrition < 5 (< 8 if with a Dark Jedi).



•Obi-Wan Kenobi (V)
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•Princess Leia Organa (V) POWER 3



* 7



ABILITY 4



FORCE-SENSITIVE



*Deploys free only as an escorted captive of Jabba or a bounty hunter. Strangle can target an escort (even if not alone) and your destiny draw with it is +1. If released, escort is lost and you may retrieve any 3 cards (except Strangle).



•Princess Leia Organa (V)
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EFFECT



PROTOCOL DROID



•See Threepio (V)
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•Tusken Breath Mask (V)



•Tamtel Skreej (V)



3 6



ABILITY 3



POWER 4



4 7
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•Ultimatum (V)



uy23



•Yarna d’al’ Gargan (V)



•The Signal (V)
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•Cane Adiss (V)



EFFECT
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•Yerka Mig (V)



uy25



USED OR STARTING INTERRUPT



USED: Place on top of your Reserve Deck. STARTING: If your starting location was a battleground system, deploy up to two related locations (one must be a site) and up to two Effects (plus one Effect for each additional battleground you have on table) that are always A . Place Interrupt in Lost Pile.



•Combat Readiness (V)



If you just deployed or moved a second piloted Rebel starfighter to a system, you may immediately deploy one Nebulon-B Frigate or Mon Calamari ship there from under your Starting Effect and place this card on that ship. Ship is power and hyperspeed +2 and immune to attrition < 5. Lose Immediate Effect to make an additional regular move with this ship. C



•The Time For Our Attack Has Come (V)



DeckTech contest Winner 2004



•The Time For Our Attack Has Come (V) IMMEDIATE EFFECT
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•Den Of Thieves (V) EFFECT



The Dark Side



Deploy on table. Your gamblers, smugglers, spies and information brokers are each forfeit +1 and their forfeit may not be reduced. When you activate Force, you may activate 3 additional Force for each character on table with “plotting to kill Jabba” in their lore. A



•Den Of Thieves (V)
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•All Wrapped Up (V)



•Thrown Back (V)
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•Combat Readiness (V)



Deploy on Cantina or Audience Chamber. While all your ability on table is provided by aliens and Independent starship pilots, your total power is +3 in battles and you may retrieve 1 Force every time you deploy a unique (•) alien to a battleground. Canceled if opponent controls this location.



USED: Use 1 Force to ▲a weapon. STARTING: ▲and/or ▼up to four Effects of any kind with “Jedi” in the lore or game text. Place Interrupt in Reserve Deck.



•The Signal (V)



IMMEDIATE EFFECT



If opponent just Force drained at a non-battleground location (or at any location for more than 3 Force), deploy on that location. Each time opponent Force drains at same or related location, or, once per turn when they retrieve Force, they must first place a card from hand into their Lost Pile. C



•Yerka Mig (V)



USED OR STARTING INTERRUPT
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•Cane Adiss (V)



EFFECT



uy18



ARMOR 5



•Boba Fett (V) (Special Edition persona only)



Deploy on table. While Agents In The Court or No Love For The Empire on table, Bo Shuda may not be canceled, creatures cannot attack your characters at Tatooine sites, and once per deploy phase you may use 1 Force to ▼a Tatooine battleground location. While No Love For The Empire on table, it may not flip.



Deploys for free to opponent’s non-battleground. Once per game when deployed to a site, opponent loses 1 Force for each Dark Side character there. Draws one battle destiny if unable to otherwise.



ABILITY 3



P 3, 4: Slave I. If a battle was just initiated at same site, may target one opposing character present. Draw destiny. If destiny +2 > ability, target captured. May ‘fly’ (landspeed = 3). Immune to attrition < 3 (< 5 if with Han or Jabba).



•Yarna d’al’ Gargan (V)



ABILITY 1



•Tanus Spijek (V)



Original concept by David Destefanis
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•Boba Fett (V)



Deploy on table. Once per turn during a battle at a Jabba’s Palace site, your destiny draws are each +1 and your Interrupts may not be canceled. Place this Effect out of play to cause a player to activate 2 Force.



•Tanus Spijek (V)
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•Bantha Herd (V)



EFFECT



Deploys only to a Tatooine site as an Undercover spy. While undercover, once per control phase your character may relocate (for free) to Tamtel’s site from a related site. Once per game, you may ▼ Vibro-Ax on Tamtel for free.



POWER 2



uy22



Deploy on a Tatooine site. Your Force drains on Tatooine are +2 where all your ability is provided by Tuskens and/ or Banthas. Once per turn, you may place up to 3 cards from hand face down here. You may ‘react’ to battles initiated against your lone Tusken by deploying (for free) any Tusken(s) or Bantha(s) here. A



•Ultimatum (V)



FORCE-ATTUNED



•Tamtel Skreej (V)



EFFECT



Deploy on a battleground location. X = the face-up destiny number of your Objective. While all your ability on table is provided only by aliens, creature vehicles, and Independent starship pilots, you are considered to have +X in total ability at locations you occupy, and once per turn you may ignore up to X in battle damage. Canceled if opponent controls this location. A



When at a Jabba’s Palace site with R2-D2, once per turn may place your hand in Used Pile to draw the same number of cards from top of Reserve Deck. You must use 3 Force to play How Did We Get Into This Mess?. Game text canceled if Jabba on table.



POWER 3



•Bantha Herd (V)



Original concept by Kevin Brownell,



POWER 1



•Tusken Breath Mask (V)
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•Drop! (V)



STARTING EFFECT



EFFECT



STARTING EFFECT



Deploy on table with up to 12 Defensive Shields (that do not count against your deck limit) from outside your deck face-down under here. 4 times per game you may play a card from here as if from hand. While Yoda not on Dagobah, each ▲or ▼attempt (after the first in a turn) allows a player’s opponent to draw the top card of their Reserve Deck and/or activate 1 Force.



Deploy on table. Your bounty hunter present may capture a just-forfeited character. Once per turn, you may ▲an Effect with “Bounty” in its title. Bounty may deploy on captives at non-prison sites. Whenever you collect a bounty, you may take any one retrieved card into hand; place Bounty Effect out of play. Double Back is a Used Interrupt. A



Deploy on table with up to 12 Defensive Shields (that do not count against your deck limit) from outside your deck face-down under here. 4 times per game you may play a card from here as if from hand. While Thrown Back (V) not on table, each ▲or ▼attempt (after the first in a turn) allows a player’s opponent to draw the top card of their Reserve Deck and/or activate 1 Force.



•Thrown Back (V)
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Illinois States 2004



•See-Threepio (V)



•All Wrapped Up (V)
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•Drop! (V)
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Virtual Set #8 •Fozec (V) POWER 1



2 3



•Jabba’s Space Cruiser (V)



ABILITY 1



USED OR STARTING INTERRUPT POWER 5



P 2. While undercover, opponent’s Force drains at related locations are -1. Once per turn, when in battle with an ISB agent, may cause opponent to draw destiny. If destiny > 2, you may retrieve 2 Force.



•Fozec (V)



3 6 uy33



ARMOR



POWER 2



POWER 4



2 4



3 uy34



6 3



3 uy35
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1 3



1 4



POWER 2



2 4 uy42



3 5
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1



ABILITY 1



When opponent deploys a vehicle, starship or weapon (including a permanent weapon) to same or related location, you may activate 2 Force.



3 None Shall Pass (V)
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•Vizam (V)



•Sacrifice (V)



LANDSPEED 2



POWER 2



2 4
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•Sacrifice (V)
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•Wooof (V)



If opponent just initiated a battle against you, target one of your Effects on table. Draw destiny. If destiny < Effect’s destiny number, place target in your Used Pile to activate Force up to target’s destiny number.



Deploys only on Tatooine. Once per turn, you may ▼Passenger Deck, Jabba, or Pote aboard. May add 8 passengers. Your aliens deploy -1 aboard. Scum And Villainy may deploy here. Immune to attrition while Passenger Deck on table.



•Jabba’s Sail Barge (V)



ABILITY 1



Deploys only on Tatooine. Once per turn while with URoRRuR’R’R, you may ▼one weapon with “Tusken” in the lore here. Your weapon destiny draws with such weapons are each +2. During your turn, you may relocate UR’Ru’R to an adjacent site for free (as a regular move) or activate 1 Force.



POWER 2



USED INTERRUPT 5
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•Vizam (V)



If opponent just deployed a character (except Leia) to a Jabba’s Palace site, use 1 Force to place that character on the bottom of opponent’s Force Pile (opponent may draw 2 cards from top of their Reserve Deck).
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ARMOR



1



•UR’Ru’R (V)



USED INTERRUPT



•Jabba’s Sail Barge (V)



POWER 4



LANDSPEED



•URoRRuR’R’R’s Bantha (V)



ABILITY 1



•Nizuc Bek (V)



MANEUVER 2



•UR’Ru’R (V)



Each time opponent Force drains at a non-battleground, you may draw one card from your Reserve Deck or retrieve 1 Force. Once per turn, you may ▼an Effect with “matching” in its game text or place Juri Juice from hand on top of your Force Pile to cancel a Force drain.



FORCE-SENSITIVE
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Deploys only on Tatooine. May add 2 ‘riders’ (passengers). Ability = 1/2. Once per turn, you may ▼URoRRuR’R’R here. While URoRRuR’R’R aboard: adds one battle destiny, your Force drains are +2 here, and opponent’s battle destiny draws are -3 at this site.



None Shall Pass (V)



To move requires +2 Force. Once per game, you may ▼Scum And Villainy. During battle, you may lose 2 Force to cause all other aliens (without a maintenance cost) here to battle at double their power. May not be targeted by weapons while your other unique (•) alien leader here. Immune to attrition < 4.



•Jabba The Hutt (V)



POWER 2
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POWER 2



•Jabba The Hutt (V)



7



•URoRRuR’R’R (V)



•URoRRuR’R’R’s Bantha (V)



Deploys -4 on Tatooine. Once per turn, you may ▼Rancor here. Rancor may deploy here (even if opponent’s characters are present). While at same site as a Rancor, it is defense value +4 and will not attack Malakili.



•Malakili (V)



EFFECT



4



5



Deploys only on Tatooine. Once per turn, may place a card from hand on top of your Force Pile to draw top card of Reserve Deck. While on Tatooine, opponent’s weapon destiny draws here are -2. Tuskens are forfeit +4 here.



•Nizuc Bek (V)



Deploys on a Tatooine site where Jabba is present. While Jabba here, at related locations: your Force generation is +1 and you may add one to your battle destiny draws. Once per turn, you may make a character at the same site as a gangster power = 0 for remainder of turn.



ABILITY 4



2



ABILITY 1



ABILITY 1



•Hutt Bounty (V)



POWER 3



POWER 2



•Malakili (V)



Characters at same and related sites may not be disarmed or have their weapons stolen. Your non-lightsaber character weapon destiny draws are +2 (excluding permanent weapons).
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•URoRRuR’R’R (V)
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POWER 2



•Hutt Bounty (V)



•Twi’lek Advisor (V)



ABILITY 1



•J’Quille (V)



ABILITY 2



•Hermi Odle (V)
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“Hoth Shield Rules” are ignored when he deploys and at his location. Other Whiphids are deploy -2 and forfeit +2. Once per game when deployed to a site, opponent loses 1 Force for each Light Side character there. Draws one battle destiny if unable to otherwise.



•Hermi Odle (V)



2



USED: Use 1 Force to deploy a unique (•) alien for free from hand or Used Pile. STARTING: ▲and/or ▼up to four Effects of any kind with “Jabba” in lore or game text. Place Interrupt in Reserve Deck.



•J’Quille (V)



P 3. When in battle with Jabba, opponent’s characters at same site are power and forfeit -2. Weapons may not target Gela (or ship he is piloting).



POWER 3



HYPERSPEED 4



•Jabba’s Space Cruiser (V)



ABILITY 2



•Gela Yeens (V)



5



May add 2 alien pilots and 6 passengers. When opponent initiates battle at same system, you may deploy as a ‘react’ (for free) with an Independent starship (and a pilot if that ship is unpiloted) from hand and/or Reserve Deck. Immune to attrition while Jabba aboard.



•Gela Yeens (V)



3



•Twi’lek Advisor (V)
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ABILITY 2



P 3. Once per turn while piloting Jabba’s Space Cruiser, you may ▼Jabba aboard for free. Wooof may deploy with any cruiser via Combat Response. When deployed, you may take the top card of your Reserve Deck into hand.



•Wooof (V)
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Virtual Set 10 

MANEUVER 3. HYPERSPEED 4. May add 1 pilot or passenger. Permanent pilot aboard is â€¢Dutch, who provides ability of 2. Opponent must use 1 Force to draw ...
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Virtual Set 9 

Emperor here, once per turn you may shuffle opponent's. Reserve Deck. E F F E C T. âžˆâ€¢10. â€¢I Wonder Who ... Zane Thorp,. Original concept by. Brandon Schele,.
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Virtual Set 12 .fr 

... on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on .... If deploying to opponent's mobile site, deploys -2.
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Virtual Set 7 .fr 

Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may â–½Clak'dor VII,. Neb Dulo, or a musician. Your musicians are power and forfeit +1 for every other musician present at the ...
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Virtual Set 14: Armed & Operational .fr 

â€¢Antilles Maneuver (V). If your corvette, cruiser, and frigate are in battle together, cancel an opponent's non- S Interrupt. OR. â–½ a frigate (deploys -2) to same ...
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Virtual Card Set #2 Rules Updates 

When your stackable weapon is lost, you may place it here. Only one card may be held here. During your Deploy Step, you may swap the card with one from ...
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Virtual Set 6 - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A. â€¢Civil Disorder (V). â€¢Civil Disorder (V). E F F E C T. âž…â€¢6. If your Lobot on Cloud ...
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Virtual Set 17: The Force Unleashed 

your Jedi and draws no more than two battle destiny at ... Complete, or a duel initiated during battle. ... For remainder of game, you may not deploy Affect Mind,.
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Virtual Set 11 Premium Gold Edition 

â€¢PadmÃ© Naberrie (V). 1. During opponent's control phase, may use. 2 Force toâ–³one Leia or non-Jedi Luke. At end of opponent's turn, opponent loses 1 Force for.
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Virtual Card Set #1 (v1.1) Rules Updates 

your blue-dot construction color, you decide to use 4. "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Division" cards, and one "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Leader" (Wild.
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Virtual Set 13: Remote Outpost .fr 

If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using .... ID. A: IS. B TR. A. IN. IN. G A. C. A. D. E. MY. Imperial Council Members are ...
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Virtual Set 16: Revenge Of The Sith 

Blast The Door, Kid! (V). 09. Clone Trooper. 3. Agendas: ambition ..... Obi-wan and Plo are matching pilots and deploy -2 aboard. While a Jedi aboard, power +2.
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Virtual Set 15: Galactic Frontier .fr 

Virtual Set 15: Rebel Cell. LIGHT SIDE. 2. .... Force drains may not be modified by opponent's objective. . . EPISODE ..... â€¢Learn About The Force, Luke (V).
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Problem set 8 - Emmanuel Briand 

May 7, 2015 - Problem 5. Prove the following theorem: for any connected graph. G with at least 11 vertices, at least one of G and its complement graph G is ...
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75 VERSaTILE TypE SpEcIaL SET 8 STyLES 

Lithuanian. Frison. Luxembourgish. Malagasy. Silesian. Malay. Slovak. Maltese. Slovenian. Manx. Somali. Maori. Sorbian. Marquesan. Sotho. Moldavian. Spanish. Montenegrin. Setswana nauruan. Swati ndebele. Swahili norwegian. Swedish. Occitan. Tahitian.
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Virtual Card Set #1 (v1.1) Rules Updates (page 2) 

Semi-Wild Cards. These are Wild Cards that also have a regular deck building dot. If they are placed in a deck slot that uses the Wild Card color, they fill the.
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Virtual Set 5-1.pub - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Hiding In The Garbage (V). Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may deploy a character from your Lost Pile. Whenever you lose a character from table, place it ...
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Doubles: 8-game pro set for all matches 

Livingston/Williams (SPC). Bye. Suvar/Massey (QU). Fri 2pm. Livingston/Williams (SPC). Fri 11am (#3). Rydzewski/Migliorini (SHU). Fri 4pm. Keklik/Crystal (QU).
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CODE LEG SET/ SET PATAS 

Acabados / Finish / Finitions: SegÃºn tarifa vigente / As per valid pricelist / Selon le tarif en vigueur. Normas / Regulations / Normes: UNE 56865, UNE 56866, ...
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SET-UP SHEET set-up sheet xrayxb8 

SHOCK SPACER. FRONT CAMBER. +. -. -. + mm mm. ACKERMANN. POSITION. 3 2 1. FRONT UPPER. ARM POSITION. F1. F3 F4. WING MOUNTING. SERVO.
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Virtual SAN 

Virtual SAN est idÃ©al dans les environnements oÃ¹ les solutions de stockage traditionnel ne fonctionnent pas de maniÃ¨re optimale. GrÃ¢ce Ã  sa simplicitÃ©, ...
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2 Set 

The Canon Speedlite 320EX is a multi-feature flash unit for Canon EOS cameras. It works automatically with E-TTL II and E-TTL autoflash systems. It can be used as an on-camera flash that attaches to the hot shoe of the camera or as part of a wireless
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Sandcastle Set 
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Virtual muscle 

kinetic analyses of complete musculoskeletal systems. It is scalable in ... to visualize the mechanisms involved in motor control as a hierarchy, with the ... We integrated several recent ..... produce an electrical signal whose amplitude corre-.
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